The College of Education is accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). 100% of the College of Education’s graduates in health care professions, Liberal Arts, placed 100% of its program, within the College of Education. The Health Services Administration Medicine class of 2013 received an average of 2 job offers. Agricultural Communications, Agriculture graduates in horticulture, Job placement for College of Sciences and Mathematics, 91% pass rate for 2013. While boasting a higher rate of acceptance rates. than national license exam. Pharmacy graduates also demonstrate a 97% PASS RATE
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Auburn administration listened, because a group of student leaders saw a need and did something about that need. The Board of Trustees and Auburn administration listened, and in the fall of 2013, Auburn opened a state of the art Recreation and Wellness Center.
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Jordan-Hare stadium seats 87,451 fans. When Auburn fans stream into town to tailgate on game day, Auburn swells to the state’s fifth most-populated city.